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Abst ract - -The  constrained Chebyshev polynomial is the error function of the best degree reduc- 
tion of polynomial with Cl-continuity. In this paper, we propose the constrained Jacobi polynomial 
as an alternative error function for good degree reduction. Although the degree reduction is not the 
best approximation, it is more useful than the constrained Chebyshev polynomial since its coefficients 
are represented xplicitly, but the coefficients of the constrained Chebyshev polynomial are not. We 
present he uniform error bounds of the constrained Jacobi polynomials and subdivision scheme for 
degree reduction within given tolerance. We also apply our method to an example and compare its 
result to that of the best degree reduction. (~ 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Degree  reduction, Jacobi polynomial, Chebyshev polynomial, CLcontinuity, Uniform 
norm. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Most CAD/CAM systems are designed to process B@zier curves of degree less than or equal to 
a fixed max imum degree, since each system has a different max imum degree. Thus, when a pair 
of systems has to communicate curve or surface data  between one and another,  degree reduct ion 
is necessary. In general, degree reduct ion induces the approximat ion process. Thus, in the last 
20 years, many works [1-8] for degree reduct ion having minimal  uniform error bound have been 
publ ished. 
In fact, degree reduct ion is the problem of searching for the monic polynomial  which is the best 
approx imat ion  to zero. It  is well known [3,8,9] that  the Chebyshev polynomial  of the first kind 
of degree n (up to constant mult ipl icat ion) is the best approx imat ion polynomial  of degree n to 
zero. In practice, the approximat ions must  possess at least C°-cont inui ty  at both end points [1], 
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and some systems require slope (Cl-continuity) or curvature continuity (C2-continuity). In the 
case of approximation with C °, C 1, or C2-continuity, the constrained Chebyshev polynomials are 
the best approximation polynomials to zero for each degree [5,6]. In the C°-continuity case, the 
constrained Chebyshev polynomials can be expressed in terms of the classical Chebyshev poly- 
nomials, but the other cases can be obtained numerically using modified Remes algorithm [3,8]. 
In this paper, we propose another method of approximation with Cl-continuity instead of the 
Remes algorithm. Our method makes use of the properly modified Jacobi polynomials instead 
of constrained Chebyshev polynomials. It is not the best but a good approximation, since our 
method overcomes the drawbacks of the Remes algorithm method. In other words, it presents 
not numerical but explicit form of the coefficients of the approximation polynomial. Our method 
presents the explicit form of the uniform error bound for even degree n and the numerical error 
bound for odd n using Newton method. We also give a subdivision scheme using the uniform 
error bound. 
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we propose our method of good degree 
reduction using constrained Jacobi polynomials and we compare the uniform norms to those of the 
constrained Chebyshev polynomials. Also, we present he closed form of the B6zier coefficients 
of the constrained Jacobi polynomials o that the polynomials agree with CAD/CAM systems, 
and give the subdivision scheme for the degree reduction within the tolerance. In Section 3, we 
apply our method to a sixth degree B~zier curve and compare its result to that of the best degree 
reduction by plotting the graphs of the degree reduction B~zier curves. In Section 4, we give 
basic facts for the polynomials having only real zeros and the constrained Jacobi polynomials o 
that we find the uniform norm of the constrained Jacobi polynomial. In Section 5, we summarize 
our works. 
2. DEGREE REDUCTION 
In this section, we introduce our method of degree reduction with CLcontinuity. Indeed, 
degree reduction with Cl-continuity is the problem to find the ~t h degree monic polynomial 
having double zeros at 0 and 1 whose uniform norm on [0, 1] is minimized. It is well known 
that the solution is the constrained Chebyshev polynomial, which is obtained by numerically 
using Remes algorithm [6]. We use the constrained Jacobi polynomial Jn(t), t E [0, 1] instead 
of the constrained Chebyshev polynomial as the error function for the degree reduction with 
CLcontinuity. 
DEFINITION 2.1. We define the constrained Jacobi polynomial with Cl-continuity Jn(t) by 
t2(1 - t)2p(3_'3)(2t - 1) 
Jn(t) = (2n-2~ , t e [0, 1], 
\n - -4 ]  
where P(~ '~) (x) is the Jacobi polynomial defined [10,11] by 
k=0 --  k 
xE  [-1, 1]. 
Since the leading coefficient of p(3,3)(x) is 2 -n (2nn+6) (refer to [10]), Jn (t) is a monic polynomial 
of degree n. The following theorem yields the uniform norm of Jn (t) for each degree n. We prove 
the theorem using some properties of the polynomials having only real zeros and the constrained 
Jacobi polynomials in Section 4. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let Jn(t) be the constrained Jacobi polynomial with Cl-continuity. Then its 
uniform norm on [0, 1] is given by 
II&(t)llL~[O,,l = { 
IJ~(ro)[, if n is odd, 
/ (n+l ) /2~ (1) 
5 ~(~-4)/2J i fn  is even, 
4 (~+2~ (2n-2~, 
\ 3 } \n -41  
where r0 is the local extremum point of Jn(t) which is closest but not less than 1/2. 
Table 1. Uniform error norms of the best degree reduction with C l -cont inu i ty  C2(t) 
obtained by Rernes algor i thm and our method Jn(t) for odd degree obtained by 
Newton method. 
n (odd) 
5 
7 
9 
11 
13 
15 
17 
19 
Best [[C2n(S)I[L~[0,1] Good [[Y,~(s) IlL~[O,11 
8.9443 × 10- a 8.9443 X 10-  3 
3.4009× 10 -4 3.6243 × 10 -4 
1.6648× 10 -5 1.8686 X 10 -5 
8.9712x 10 -7  1.0443 × 10 -6 
5.0724× 10 - s  6.0638 × 10 - s  
2.9482X 10 -9 3.5970 × 10 -9 
1.7440×10 -1°  2.1620 × 10 -1°  
1.0440×10 -11 1.3109 × 10 -11 
Table 2. Uniform error norms of the best degree reduction with C l -cont inu i ty  C2n(t) 
obtained by Remes a lgor i thm and our method Jn(t) for even degree obtained explic- 
itly. 
n (even) Best HC2n(8)HLo¢[O,1] Good [[Jn(s)l[L~[O,11 
4 6.2500× 10 -2 6.2500× 10 -2 
6 1.6546× 10 -3 1.7361 × 10 -3  
8 7.3959 x 10- 5 
10 3.8340× 10 -6 
12 2.1238× 10 -7  
14 1.2196× 10 - s  
16 7.1577x 10 - l °  
18 4.2614×10 -u  
20 2.5628× 10-12 
8.1949 × 10 -5 
4.4188 × 10 -6 
2.5195 x 10 -7  
1.4788 × 10 - s  
8.8296 × 10 - l °  
5.3297 × 10 -11 
3.2410 × 10 -12 
Unfortunately, we cannot find To explicitly for odd integer n. So we cannot find the closed 
form of the uniform norm of Jn(t) for odd degree n. But Theorem 2.2 enable us to find the 
uniform norm of J,~(t) by Newton method for odd degree n, and explicitly for even n. As shown 
in Figure 1, we plot the curves knJ,~(t), 4 < n < 10, where 
\ 3 ] \n -4 ]  
]C n -~ ((n+1)/2~ 
5 ~(n-4)/2] 
We conjecture that the uniform norm of knJn(t) is less than or equal to 1 for all n > 4. As 
shown in Tables 1 and 2, we compare the uniform norm of Jn(t) to that of the Chebyshev 
polynomials C~(t) of leading coefficient 1 with Cl-continuous constraint, which are obtained 
numerically by Remes algorithm [6]. 
Now, we present our method of degree reduction with Cl-continuity using the constrained 
Jacobi polynomial Jn(t). 
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n=1 
n=5 
,',; A /, I, '/,/\,", A/I 
I.,' , : ,  ,., 
0.5 
Figure 1. The constrained Jacobi polynomials knYn(t), 4 < n < 10, are plotted by 
dashed lines for odd degree n and by solid lines for even n. 
Let f ( t )  = ~-~ biB~(t) be the given Bdzier curve of degree n. Then the Bdzier 
where 
PROOF. It is well known [12] that  
(n+3~ ( +3~ 
Pn(3'3)(2t - 1) = (_l)n+~ , i , ,n - i~  
,:o (~) 
Thus, we have 
0, (~+,) 
c, = (_1),,+ ~ (~_-~) n-1 
{2n-2~ [n~ ' 
kn--4lki/ 
i f i  =0,1 ,  n -  1,n, 
otherwise. 
B~(t). 
n-4 n--1 
1 B4(t ) E(_ l )n+i  (n~l)(n--4--i) B?-4(t). t2(1 - t)2p(~34)(2t - 1) -- ~ i=o (n74) 
THEOREM 2.3. 
curve/( t )  of degree n - 1 given by 
f(t)  := f (t)  - AnboJn(t) (2) 
is a degree reduction of f ( t )  with Cl-continuity, and its error norm is 
{ [Anbol ]Jn(~o)l for odd n, 
]If(t) -/(t)llL=[o,~ J 5 )A'%I :(~+~>/~ 
= \(n-4)/2] for even n, n+2 2n-2 
4( 3 ) (n- -n)  
where the n 'h forward di~erence ~ b0 = EL0 ( -  1)i (~) b~., is the leading coe~cient of f(t) .  
PROOF. Since the leading coefficient of the n th degree B~zier curve f ( t )  -AnboJn( t )  is zero, ](t) 
is of degree less than or equal to n - 1. Since f(k)(t) = f(k)(t) for k = 0, 1 and t = 0, 1, f ( t )  is a 
degree reduction of f (t)  with Cl-continuity. The error bound is easily obtained from equation (2) 
and Theorem 2.2. | 
The  following proposition give the B6zier coefficients of the constrained Jacobi polynomials, 
which is needed to calculate ](t) in B6zier representation. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. For each n, the constrained Jacobi polynomial in Bdzier form is given by 
J~(t) = ~ ciB~(t), 
i=0 
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Using the equation 
n--4 
B4(t) ~ viB'~-4(t) ({) (~-i) ~ t = vi_2B i ( ) ,  
where the terms having negative indices or undefined combinations are all set to be equal to 
zero [13], we get 
t2(1 - t)2P(a_'34)(2t- 1) = ~ (-1) "+j 
( ; ) (n2 i ){n- l~{n- l~  
t i -2J  ti+lJ B~(t)  
n n--4 
Bn(t), 
---= ( - -1 )  n+j  (n_- l )  n -1  
(?) 
and the assertion follows from the definition of dn(t). I 
Using the proposition above, we represent the degree reduction f(t) of f ( t )  in B6zier form 
n--1 
i(t) = biBn-l(t), 
i=O 
where Di, i = 0 , . . . ,  n - 1, are the B6zier coefficients of f ( t) .  
PaOPOSITION 2.5• The Bdzier coefficients Di of f ( t )  are g/yen by 
{bo-A '~boco ,  ) i f i=0 ,  
b~ = n / AN i 
~b i -  b0c i - -nbi -1  , i f i= l , . . . ,n -1 ,  
reeursively. 
PROOF• Equation (2) and Proposition 2.4 yield 
(3) 
(4) 
f ( t )  = )_~ (bi - A~b0ci) B?(t) .  (5) 
i----O 
Equation (3) and the equation for the degree levation of B6zier curves [14] yield 
f ( t )  = bi-1 + n ; -  i Di B?(t) ,  (6) 
n 
i=0 
where b-1 is set to be zero• Since equations (5) and (6) are equivalent, we have the linear system 
of equations 
1 0 0 -.. 0 0 b0 b0 - A~b0c0 
1 n -1  0 . . .  0 0 
n n t)1 bl - Anbocl 
J 
2 n -2  
0 . . . .  0 0 " = " 
n n 
• • • " . .  ° . 
n - 1 1 b,~-i b~-i - A~bocn-1 0 0 0 
n n 
which is easily solved by the forward substitution method, and equation (4) is obtained. | 
In the practical application, it is required to subdivide the B6zier curve f ( t )  of degree n into k 
segments, so that each segment can be approximated by the lower degree B6zier curve within 
the given tolerance. In the following proposition, we show how many fn(t)  is subdivided so that 
each degree reduction using our method has the error less than the tolerance. 
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PROPOSITION 2.6. For the given tolerance ~, the Bdzier curve f(t) = ~i~o b~B~(t) must be 
subdivided into k segments o that each degree reduction has the uniform error less than 6, 
where k is given by 
k = F /5 lAnb0l  (!n+1)/2~ \ 1/ ? (7) 
r f  ,~n-4)/2J/ | 
•2d Ix] denotes the smallest integer greater than x. 
PROOF. Since each subdivided segment f~(t) = fn(t/k + j/k), j = 0 , . . . ,  k - 1, has the leading 
coefficient (1/k)~Anbo, the uniform error of the degree reduction for each segment is equal to 
( k ) ~ JAnbo'"J~(t)[[L~[O,1}. 
In order to satisfy that the uniform error is less than e, k holds equation (7) by Theorem 2.3. | 
3. EXAMPLE 
In this section, we apply our method of degree reduction to a B~zier curve of degree six. Let f(t) 
be the B6zier curve given by 
6 
f(t) = E biB6(t)' 
i=0 
where bis are 1, 2, 5, 3, 1, -2,  3, in order. Since A6b0 = 34, using the constrained Jacobi polyno- 
mial, we obtain 
5 
fg°°d( t )  ----- f(t) - 34J6(t) -- E biB5(t)' 
i=O 
where bis are 1, 11/5,254/45,101/45,-3, 3, in order, and the uniform error is given by 
[[f(t)--fg°°d(t)[[L~[0,1]=34 J6 (1 )  I ~ 5-9028 x 10-2. 
On the other hand, the best degree reduction by the constrained Chebyshev polynomial is 
5 
]best(t) = f(t) -- 34C3(t) = E viB5(t)' 
i=0 
where vis are 1, 2.2, 5.64, 2.24,-3, 3, in order. We compare the graph of ]g°°d(t) to that of 
]best(t) by plotting two B~zier curves in Figure 2. 
Let the error tolerance s be given by 0.001. By Proposition 2.6, we have 
[ (  ( : )  (1:)(: ))1/6) 5 x 34 -1 -1 7 2 
k= 4x0.001 x x x 2. 
By subdividing f(t) at t = 1/2 into two BSzier segments as shown in Figure 3, the uniform error 
is given by 
2-g x 34 ~ 0.00092 < 0.001, 
and we can easily achieve the degree reduction within the tolerance. 
4. CONSTRAINED JACOBI  POLYNOMIALS  
In this section, we present some properties of polynomials having only real zeros and the 
constrained Jacobi polynomials, which are needed to prove Theorem 2.2. 
2.5 
1.5 
0.5 
1 
- , 
~ "% fg d(t) . . . .  
I I I I 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Figure 2. The best degree reduction and our method. 
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2.5 
1.5 
0.5 
Subdivision 
/ f (x )  2 \ sub1 o 
0 O.5 1 
Figure 3. Degree reduction using subdivision scheme. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let Pn(x) be the n th degree polynomial having n real zeros and Xl be the largest 
zero of pn(x). Then ~(x) := P~(z) /P ' (~) is positive, increasing, and concave in (~1, ~). 
PROOF. Let Xn <_ "'" ~_ xl  be real zeros of Pn(X). (It is not necessary for Pn(x) to have simple 
zeros.) Then we have 
1 
~(x)  - E (1/x - xi) > O, 
~. 1 
~'(x) = (E (1 /x -  x~))2 ~ (~-  x~)~ > 0, 
¢"(z) = (E  (1/~ - x,))3 (x ---~)~ 
1 1 ] 
- ~ (~ - x,) ~ (~ -x~)3 <- 0, 
(8) 
for x E (xl, oo). The second and last inequalities follow from the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. 
Thus, the assertion is obtained. | 
It is well known [10,11] that the Jacobi polynomial Pn (3'3) (x) satisfies the differential equation 
(1 - x 2) y" - 8xy' + n(n + 7)y = 0. (9) 
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Using this fact, we give an upper bound for the largest zero of the Jacobi polynomial P(3 '3 ) (X)  
in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. For n > 0, the largest zero Xl of p(~3'3)(x) satisfies 
(n  - 1 )v /n -+ 8 
I"Ell ~ {5 :---- 
v/n 3 + 6n 2 + 17n + 24' 
PROOF. Let f (x ) :=  P(3'3)(x). It is known (see equation (6.2.16) in [11]) that  f (x )  holds 
3(n - 2 ) f " (x ] )  2 - 4(n - 1)f ' (x l ) f (3)(x l )  >_ O. (10) 
(The inequality above is true for all polynomial f (x )  having only distinct real zeros.) Since f (x )  
satisfies equation (9), we have 
(1 - x 2) fn(a:l) - 8Xl f f (X l )  = O, 
(1 - Xl 2) f(3)(Xl) -- 10x l fn (x l )  + (?~2 + 7n - 8) i f (x1) = 0, 
or equivalently 
f " (X l )  -- 
f(3) (Xl) = 
8Xl f ' (x l )  
(1 - X~) ' 
80x2f ' (x , )  - (1 - x~) (n 2 + 7n - 8) f ' (x l )  
(1 -x~)  2 
(11) 
By substitut ing equations (11) into equation (10), we have 
(n 3 + 6n 2 + 17n + 24) x~ - n 3 - 6n 2 + 15n -- 8 < 0, 
which yields the assertion. 1 
The following theorem and lenlmas are needed to prove Theorem 2.2. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let y(x) be a nontrivial solution of the differential equation 
y" + ¢(x)y = o, 
where ¢ is a positive function having a continuous derivative of a constant sign in xo < x < Xo. 
Then the successive relative maxima of lY], as x increases from xo to Xo, form an increasing or 
a decreasing sequence according as ¢(x) decreases or increases. 
PROOF. See Theorem 7.31.1 in [11]. 1 
It is well known [11] that  Un+4(x) := (1 -x )2 (1  + x)2P(~3'3)(x) satisfies the differential equation 
u" + ¢,~(x)u = 0, where 
n 2 + 7n + 8 2 2 
On(x) - 1 - x 2 (1 - x) 2 (1 + x) 2 
We give a property for the function Cn(x) in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 4.4. For n > 0, Cn(x) is positive and has continuous positive derivative in 0 < x < z/o, 
where 
f in 2 + 7n - 4 
<1.  
uo := v/n2 + 7n + 12 
PROOF. Since 
¢(x) = (n2 +7n+4) -  (n 2+7n+12)  x 2 
(1 - z2 )  2 
we have ¢(x) > 0 for 0 < x < u0 < v/n 2 + 7n + 4/v/n  2 + 7n + 12. It follows from 
¢'(x)  = -2x{(n  2+7n+12)  x 2 - (n  2+7n-4)}  
(1  - x2) 3 
that  ¢ ' (x)  > 0 for 0 < x < r'o. 1 
In the next lemma, we assert that  all the local extrema of u ,+4(x)  in ( -1 ,  1) is in fact in 
(-~0,-0). 
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LEMMA 4.5. For n > 0, all zeros of Uln+4(x) except +1 lie in (-Uo, uo). 
PROOF. Let xi be the largest zero of P(a'3)(x), and lq be the largest zero less than 1 of u~+4(x ). 
Then un+4(x) has the unique extremum in (Xl, 1) and xl < #i < 1. Since 
'an+4(P'l)-~ ( 1 '  - -  p'21)2D(33)'t-- \ "  ri, ' I,p,1) - -  4tZi ( i  - -  p,21) P(3'3)(, i  ) = 0, 
we have 
P$ '~) ( , , )  I - ,1 ~ 
p$,a), (~)  4~1 
We de~ne Cn(~) := P($'~)(~:)/P(~'~)'(x) and g(x ) := (1 - x2)/4x so that , ]  is the unique root of 
Gz(x) - g(x) = 0 in (x], 1). 
Consider the line £n(X) passing through the two points (~1,0) and (1, G~(1)) as shown in 
Figure 4, where {1 is defined in Lemma 4.2. By simple calculations and Lemma 4.2, we have 
x i _<~i<u0 <1.  
By Lemma 4.1, we have G~(x) < *n(X) on (xl, 1). 
g(~) ~/~(~:) 
I 
Xl 41 lZl uo 1 
Figure 4. The root t*l of ~bn(X) - g(x) = 0 in (xl, 1) lies in (xl, u0), 
We now show that gn(U0) >_ g(uo). Since Cn(1) = 8/n(n + 7) (refer to [10]), we get 
S(x - -  ¢1)  
gn(x) = n(n + 7)(1 - {1)' 
By the definitions of t'o and {1, we have 
a2( / ]  0 -- ~1)/10 -- ?/,(71-~ 7) (1 -- /]0 2) (1 - E l )  
A( -o )  - g(.o) = 4n(7 + n)K1 - {1) 
4(n-  1) Hi(n) 
n(n + 7)x/n + 8H2(n)v/(n + 3)(n + 4)(n 2 + 7n - 4) 
where 
H i (n )  = n(n + 7) + ~/(n + 3)(n + 8) (n 2 + 3n + 8) - 2v/(~, + 3)(n + 4) (n 2 + 7rt - 4), 
H2(n) = v/(n + 3)(n 2 + an + 8) - (n - 1)x/n + 8. 
Since H2(n) > 0, it suffices to show that Hi(n) > O, Using (n+3) (n+4) (n  2 +7n-4)  < 
(n 2 + 7n 4- 4) 2, we have 
Hi(n) > v/(n+ 3)(n+8)(n 2+ 3n+8) - (n  2+7n+8)  
48n + 128 
= >0.  
x/(n + 3)(n + 8) (n 2 + 3n + S) + (n2 + 7n + S) 
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Hence, we have gn(VO) > g(~'o). Since gn(x) < Cn(X) in (Xl, 1) and Vo E (xl, 1), we have 
g(.0) < 
Since g(x) is decreasing and ¢,~(x) is increasing in (Xl, 1) by Lemma 4.1, ¢(x) and g(x) have 
no intersection in (v0, 1). Hence, the unique root #1 of ¢,~(x) - g(x) = 0 in (xl, 1) must be 
t X less than to, as shown in Figure 4. Thus, un+4( ) has no zero in (~0, 1), and by symmetry of 
l Un+4 (X) [, the assertion is obtained. | 
Using the lemmas and theorem above, we present he upper bound of the constrained Jacobi 
polynomial on [-1, 1]. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let Un+4(x) := (1 -x )2 (1  -b-x)2P(3'3)(x). Then the uniform norm of un+4(x) ol] 
[-1, 1] is given by 
lUn+4(#0)[, i fn  is odd, 
I}Un+4(X)]}L~[-1,1] --~ lUn+4(0) [ = p(3,3)(0) , i fn  is even, 
where tt0 is the positive zero of u~+4(x ) which is closest to O. 
PROOF. It is clear that the assertion is true for n = 0. By Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 4.4, we 
have the successive relative maxima of lun+4 (x)[ which form a decreasing sequence as x increases 
from 0 to u0 < 1. By Lemma 4.5 and [un+4(1)t = 0, the successive relative maxima of [Un+4(x)l 
form a decreasing sequence as x increases from 0 to 1 when n > 0. Since [Un+4(x)l is symmetric 
with respect o 0, the assertion is obtained for all n. | 
We finally prove Theorem 2.2 using the lemma above. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2. Since J~(t) = un(2t - 1)/16(2n_--42), for odd n, the assertion is clearly 
true. For even n, Lemma 4.6 yields 
IIJn(t)']L~[O,i] = dn(~)  - 16{2n-2 ] " 
\n -4 ]  
(12) 
It is well known [10,11] that 
((n+1)/2~ 2o,(n_4)/2, 
= G+2) (la) 
| By substituting equation (13) into equation (12), equation (1) is obtained. 
5. CONCLUSION 
We have been guessed that the constrained Chebyshev polynomial is contained in the set of all 
monic polynomials J~(t) = cnt2(1 --W~2D(a'a)*n-4 , where c~ is the normalizing factor of the leading 
coefficient. But we did not yet find a algebraically such that J~(t) equals to the constrained 
Chebyshev polynomial. Empirically, we knew that J3(t) has the minimal uniform norm from 
all J~(t) with integer a. Thus, we proposed the constrained Jacobi polynomial Jn(t) as an 
alternative of the best degree reduction with Cl-continuity in this paper. Even if Jn(t) is not best 
degree reduction with Cl-continuity, it is more useful than the constrained Chebyshev polynomial 
in some points of view. We presented the B6zier coefficients of J,,(t) in explicit form, and also 
gave the uniform error norm explicitly for even degree and numerically by Newton method for 
odd degree. We expect hat the our results can be extended to the case of C2-continuity in a 
similar way. 
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